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1. Introduction 
 
     Symmetry has attracted a substantial amount of effort because considerable 
simplifications are possible in the mathematical and physical treatment of phenomena 
and natural systems that possess a certain degree of symmetry. Among physical and 
chemical systems the most widely known are those related to crystals and fluids. 
Whereas crystals have a lattice structure and a symmetry caused by ‘perfect’ order 
which can be classified by mathematical symmetry groups, most fluids have an average 
isotropic, highly-disordered ‘structure’ that is often considered to be random. A notable 
exception to the latter is liquid water which has a significant amount of local structure 
caused by directional hydrogen bonding. Quasi-crystals are also an exception to the  
`perfect’ symmetry exhibited by regular crystals as they lack translational symmetry. 
 
2. Fundamental Roles played by Asymmetry and Imperfection in Nature 
 
    An entire range of systems exists however that have various degrees of imperfection 
or asymmetry, and their treatment can be generally considered from the point of view of 
the paracrystal theory [1, 4], albeit at the cost of additional mathematical sophistication- 
beyond groups-- to groupoids, atlases, categories and higher dimensional algebra 
(HDA) [5].   
 
   At a fundamental level, asymmetry and imperfection in nature have been invoked by 
Stephen Hawkings to explain the evolution of our Universe beginning with the ‘Big-
Bang’.  Independently, an asymmetric quantum process was envisaged for the initial 
state of our Universe [6]. The macroscopic asymmetry of time is sometime paradoxically 
contrasted with the microscopic reversibility of quantum processes involving particles.  
Asymmetry may also be a characteristic aspect of all emergence phenomena and 
biological evolution.  From a mathematical, either algebraic or geometric viewpoint, 
symmetry leads to commutativity or Abelian structures that are `group-like’ in terms of 
their most general mathematical properties. Thus, invariance, commutativity and the 
Abelian character are closely related mathematical and physical properties. Similarly, 
asymmetry, noncommutativity and the non-Abelian character are closely related, and 
are also more general and widespread than their opposites; they are far more difficult to 


































    The noncommutative aspect of quantum theory is widely accepted, and a 
replacement of the SUSY ‘standard’ model of modern Physics has been proposed and 
developed in the form of Noncommutative Geometry [7].   
 
 
3.  Asymmetry in Biology and Ecosystems 
 
       Asymmetry is widely encountered in Biology and ecological systems- from amino 
acids to trees forests, and tribes, from physiological processes to anatomy- one often 
finds asymmetry to be present , although symmetries are also encountered whenever 
nature affords it. An important case is that of cell biomembranes that possess a marked 
structural and functional asymmetry which is essential to the survival of cells and 
microorganisms. 
 
      Reasons for such asymmetries are rarely found or proven, whereas it is often 
possible to readily treat and understand symmetric structures.  
 
     Asymmetry both in time and selection ‘criteria’ plays a key role in the evolution of 
organisms and species, although fiction writers have also considered the possibility of 
involution of species.  
 
 
4. A Paradigm Shift towards Asymmetric, Non-Abelian, 
NonCommutative Theories of Nature 
 
     Developments in Mathematics, such as the construction of a Nonabelian Algebraic 
Topology [8], Noncommutative Geometry [7] and Higher Dimensional Algebra [5] have 
recently attracted attention from both theoretical physicists and mathematical biologists 
for their potential in completely new theories of Nature, from cosmology and nuclear 
fusion to biological evolution. A paradigm shift to non-Abelian theories appears to be 
therefore in progress [9-11] that may provide an improved understanding of a wide 
variety of natural processes and phenomena, from the birth of stars to the birth of a 
child.   
 
   There are however considerable mathematical difficulties in developing precise 
theories of the asymmetric aspects widely encountered in nature, in both ecosystems 
and the environment, as well as the Universe at large, that may appear to be globally 
symmetric without actually being so.  
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